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Orange Grove Celebrates Fifth Anniversary
IN 2001, THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS
was searching for a way to create a special outdoor place on campus for alumni to call their own. The alumni board was also looking to build a permanent endowment to support the activities of
the Alumni Association and the Office of Alumni Relations. From
these efforts, the Orange Grove was born.
Under the leadership of then Alumni Association President
Deborah Fritsche '74 and Chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw, the
4,200-square-foot Orange Grove was created on the Quad in
front of Bowne Hall and Carnegie Library, establishing a permanent tribute to the generations of alumni who have made such
important contributions to the life of our communities, our nation, and the world. The Orange Grove allows alumni, friends, parents, faculty,
and staff to honor others or be honored with their names etched into the grove's
granite pavers .
In October 2003, the Orange Grove was dedicated and the first names of Syracuse faithful appeared on its pavers. In the five years since then, more than 1,000
individuals and groups have become a permanent presence on the Quad by their
inclusion in the Orange Grove. In addition, gifts for pavers in the grove have not
only paid for the cost of construction, but have contributed more than $250,000
toward a permanent endowment for alumni programs .
But what more has the Orange Grove become in the life of Syracuse University? It has become a place for relaxation, reflection, and even studying. It's not
unusual to see students reading or chatting with one another at the grove and,
when the first signs of spring return to campus, entire classes are often spotted
meeting on the benches that surround it. The grove has also become a gathering
place for alumni during Homecoming+Reunion and before athletic events. Individuals will "visit" their pavers at the Orange Grove and look to see who else has
joined since their last time on campus.
At the end of each school year, the Orange Grove becomes a focal point for
graduating students. Three years ago, the Alumni Association held a contest for
ideas to create a new tradition associated with the Orange Grove. Betsy Sherwood '04 and Courtney Bell '04 won with their proposal to have graduating students write their wishes for the future on orange ribbons and tie them to the
treeguards in the Orange Grove. Now after Commencement, friends and family
visit the Orange Grove and find a sea of orange ribbons. Good luck and prosperity
have been reported ever since by new graduates who have left a ribbon.
The Orange Grove has become the special place that was first envisioned in
2001 and will continue to be a campus gathering spot cherished by alumni . To
view photographs of the Orange Grove and to find out how to have your name,
or the name of a family member, friend, or favorite professor included there, visit
orangegrove.syr.edu.

Go ORANGE!

Wally Bobkiewicz G'89 (MAX)
President
Syracuse University Alumni Association Inc.
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Honored Alumni
Shine at Arents Event
PUBLISHING EXECUTIVE AND ACCLAIMED
children's book author Andrea Davis Pinkney
'85 accepted the Arents Award at the Homecoming+Reunion gala luncheon in September and
then broke into song. "This little light of mine, I'm
gonna let it shine .... Here at Syracuse University
I'm gonna let it shine, let it shine, let it shine, let
it shine." The audience joined with Pinkney, filling
Goldstein Auditorium with the gospel tune and
capturing the inspiration Pinkney and the other
Arents honorees described in speaking of their
alma mater. "Thanks to Syracuse University and
the Newhouse School, I've been given the gift of
using words to serve .... I was given the opportunity to shine my light brightly," said Pinkney, who
has written more than 20 books highlighting African American culture and is vice president and
editor at large for Scholastic Trade. "I was given
the encouragement to use what I've learned in
the hope that it could benefit others."
Along with Pinkney, entertainment industry
executive Edwin London '49, internationally renowned gastroenterologist and researcher Dr.
Daniel H. Present '55, and acclaimed author Shirley Jackson '40 were honored at the event. Jackson received the award posthumously; her son,
Barry Hyman, accepted the award.
The Arents Award, established in the 1930s by
SU Board of Trustees member George Arents, is
the University's highest honor for alumni achievement. The award was redesigned this year by Peter Yenawine '69, a 1988 Arents recipient, who
sculpted a crystal piece for the honorees. The
Arents Award "exemplifies the value we have
placed for 70 years on trailblazing thought in action," Chancellor Nancy Cantor said . "Today we
call it Scholarship in Action: using our intellectual
capital to make a difference in the world, to pursue innovation that really matters, and educate
students to be ready to jump right in and address
the pressing issues of our day."
Jackson, a best-selling author who forged new
ground and influenced other writers, touched
upon the everyday evils of American mores, exploring intolerance and oppression through her
gothic tales. She gained much attention with
her short story, "The Lottery," first published in
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The New Yorker in 1948. Along with dozens
of short stories, Jackson penned novels,
plays, television scripts, children's books,
and memoirs before her death in 1965.
In accepting the Arents Award on behalf
of his mother, Hyman said, "I know my
mother would have been very honored to
receive this award."
London, who earned degrees in journalism and management at SU, recently
retired as managing partner of Gelfand,
Rennert & Feldman, which specializes in

providing financial services for creative
artists. ''I'm very proud to be connected
to this University," said London, a member
of VPA's Advisory Council. "The most important thing, of course, was I met my wife
[Elaine '50] here."
A graduate of the College of Arts and Sciences and a clinical professor of medicine
at Mount Sinai School of Medicine, Present
is a pioneer and leading researcher in treating and searching for cures for such illnesses as Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis.

At SU, Present was inspired by his professors and made lifelong friends, including his
wife, Jane '56. "We've done everything we
wanted to do, gone everywhere we wanted
to go, and we feel pretty certain that we are
leaving this world a better place than we
found it," he said. "And much of this was due
to Syracuse University." -Kathleen Haley

To nominate a candidate for the 2009 Arents
Award, visit alumni.syr.edu/awards/awards.
aspx.

Shalala Awarded Presidential Medal of Freedom
DONNA E. SHALALA G'70, H'87 HAS BEEN
an honored scholar, teacher, and public service
administrator for more than 30 years. In recognition of her contributions and accomplishments, she was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by President George W. Bush
in June. "I am deeply honored by this special
recognition," said Shalala, one of six recipients
honored at a White House ceremony. "Both as
an educator and a public servant, I have always
considered it a duty and a privilege to serve
my country and to promote the rights and responsibilities of being an engaged citizen of
a free nation." Best known for serving as U.S.
Secretary of Health and Human Services in
the Clinton administration, Shalala is currently
president of the University of Miami. She has
also served as president of Hunter College of
the City University of New York and chancellor of the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
and worked as U.S. Secretary for Policy Devel-

opment and Research for the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Shalala has more than three-dozen honorary degrees, including an honorary doctor of
laws degree from Syracuse University. She is a
member of the advisory board of the Maxwell
School, where she earned master's and doctoral degrees in social science. In 1992, she received the National Public Service Award from
the American Society for Public Administration
and in 2005 was named one of "America's Best
Leaders" by U.S. News and World Report and the
Center for Public Leadership at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government.
In announcing the Presidential Medal of
Freedom recipients, the White House praised
Shalala "as one of our nation's most distinguished educators and public officials. She has
worked tirelessly to ensure that all Americans
can enjoy lives of hope, promise, and dignity."

-Jamie Miles

Photo (top) by Steve Sartori
AP Photo/Ron Edmonds
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Topic of Conversation
ALUMNI IN THE NEW YORK CITY AREA CAN EXplore the diversity of SU's people and programs without stepping foot on campus. Joseph I. Lubin House,
SU's home in the city, has become the site for Second
Wednesdays at Lubin : Conversations, Insights, and
Entertainment Featuring Syracuse University Alumni,
Faculty, and Friends. Now in its sixth season, Second

Building Spirit in New York City
NEW YORK CITY IS A HUB OF ACTIVITY AND INDUSTRY, AND ALSO
a city rich with Syracuse University alumni . This year, for the first time in
nearly a decade, SU alumni have a broad-spectrum alumni club : Big Apple
Orange. Its addition will complement several specialty clubs in the city,
including the SU Drama Organization and iMBA Alumni Club. "We are delighted that there will now be a club open to all alumni in New York City,"
says Andrea Latchem, assistant vice president of alumni relations. "The
Office of Alumni Relations has been working in partnership with the SU
Alumni Association and New York City alumni to help get the new club off
the ground."
The earliest advocate for the new alumni club was Shari Diamond '94,
former vice president of the Alumni Association. "Everything we do to
strengthen the SU name increases the value of our own degrees," Diamond says. "But more than that, it's the opportunity to reconnect with
old friends , to make new ones, and to discover that the University still
has plenty to offer each of us, long after we've left the SU Hill." A preliminary meeting held last year to gauge interest attracted more than 100
alumni and resulted in the formation of a group led by interim officers
to get the club under way. Big Apple Orange's first formal meeting was
June 25. Members of Big Apple Orange elected the club's first full-term
officers: Karen Au '03, president; Joe Donovan '04, first vice president;
and Harris Sokoloff '07, secretary. Several other officers were appointed ,
including Diamond as a member of the board of directors.
The club has attracted approximately 1,300 alumni of all ages and has
sponsored more than 15 events in the city, including monthly happy hour
social gatherings; volunteering for Hands on New York Cares Day, an annual event to revitalize landscapes and establishments around the city;
a museum tour of the New York Historical Society; book club meetings;
game watching; and an event at Lubin House for recent SU graduates moving to New York City. " Big Apple Orange has enabled me to remember
and appreciate the University that much more, and it has allowed me to
network socially and professionally," Au says.
Both Au and Sokoloff emphasize the University's immense support for
the club and note that such interaction with SU is what prompted them to
become involved . "I joined the club to share my love of SU," Sokoloff says.
"I am looking forward to promoting the SU spirit in New York City."

-Tracy Twombly
For those who are interested in Big Apple Orange and would like to be put on its
mailing list, visit www.bigappleorange.org.
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Wednesdays cultivates connections between the
University and metropolitan area alumni through presentations exhibiting SU's resources and programs.
"Second Wednesdays at Lubin House give us the
opportunity to regularly present a variety of interesting topics and acknowledge our talented faculty and
alumni," says Patti Dombrowski '79, executive director of Lubin House. "At the same time, we showcase
the University's beautiful Manhattan home ."
The fall season opened in September with a presentation on "Treasures of Syracuse University Library"
by Suzanne Thorin, University librarian and dean of
libraries. Thorin brought to life the context of such
items as a letter written by Malcolm X, an illuminated
manuscript, and a handwritten first draft of work by
Lord Byron.
Topics and presenters last spring included "American Politics in a New Media Era " with Danny Hayes,
SU political science professor and senior research
associate for the Campbell Public Affairs Institute at
the Maxwell School ; Patrice Adcroft '76 of Discover
magazine, and Jason Stahl '00, who discussed the
book they co-authored, Discover's 20 Things You Didn't

Know about Everything: Duct Tape, Airport Security, Your
Body, Sex in Space ... and More!; and a panel discussion,
"The Impact of Sports on Youth, Education, Culture
and the Economy." Panelists included David Falk '72,
founder and CEO of F.A.M.E.; Roger Goodell, commissioner of the NFL; Professor Michael Veley, director of
SU's sport management department; Raquel McNabb
'98, former standout student-athlete for SU ; and Raj
Saha '97, director of guest services at the Prudential
Center. Jon Frankel '86 of HBO 's Real Sports moderated the event.
"The depth of the University's resources-both
alumni and faculty from throughout the University's
schools and colleges-allows us to offer a rich array
of programs for Second Wednesdays," Dombrowski
says.

-From Staff Reports

All Second Wednesdays at Lubin programs are
free to metro area alumni, but seating is limited.
For more information, visit the Lubin House web
site at lubinhouse.syr.edu. For an invitation, call
212-826-1449 or e-mailsulubin@syr.edu.

Photo courtesy of Harris Sokoloff
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PHOTOGALLERY
Alumni Happenings»

,.. Alumni gather for an SU
reunion at the Kendal
Crosslands Retirement
Community in Kennett Square,
Pennsylvania, last spring.
In the front row (from left)
are Mary Jo Clark G'56, lvar
Christensen '48, Barbara
Moore Graves '32, and Barbie
Yeoman Verdiani '39. In the
back ro w are Jane Jackson
Murra y '51 , Herbert Houston,
Sall y Quimby Christensen '51 ,
Sarah Lee Beard Houston '51,
Erik Hemmingsen (faculty,
1947-87), Louise Hemmingsen
G'57, Edith Windels lllick
'42, Charles Reed (faculty,
1957-64), and Gertrude Scholl
Reed G'63.

SU alumni meet up at the
SUccess in the City event at
the Legal Sea Foods' Exchange
Conference Center on the Boston
Fish Pier. More than 100 alumni
career hosts, new graduates,
current students, local sponsors,
and SU sponsors attended the
June event, organized by the
SU Alumni Club of Boston, in
conjunction with the offices of
Alumni Relations and Career
Services. The regional events
are held to acquaint recent
graduates with their new home
city and fellow alumni . From left
are Scott Langdon '85, Kavitha
Veigas G'05, Rachelle PrantiiBaun '00, Michelle Garren '07,
and Mark Sahady '98.

Members of the Pool
family enjoy the spirit of
Homecoming+Reunion
during the parade on campus
September 19. The family-Barry
Pool '78 and Emer McGuirePool, and their children, Thomas
and Ciara-rode on the alumni
tractor.

Photos submitted
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NEWS from SU ALUMNI

SEND US NEWS OF YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS. Items will appear in the magazine
and on the Office of Alumni Relations web site. Send to: Alumni Editor, Alumni News,
820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308, Syracuse NY 13244-5040;
fax 315-443-5425; or e-mail mvfrost@syr.edu.

Beginning with this issue, we will no longer publish photos with Class Notes.

~ll
Henry Kalette '44 (WSM) and
w ife Nat alie Kalette '47 (A&S)
ce lebrat ed t heir 60th wedding
anniversary. They are both active
vo lunteers and members of t he
Rotary Club of DeWitt, N.Y.
Doris Thurston '45 (A&S) wrote
Stroke! A Daughter's Story: Trials and
Triumphs Caring for a Father with
Aphasia (Trafford.com) , with 24
drawings and 18 poems, depicting
stages in her father's recovery.
Ruth Leuthold Casey '46 (VPA)
had a painting, Lazy Afternoons,
accepted into t he permanent col lection of the von Liebig Center
of t he Naples ( Fl orida) Art
Assoc iation.
Robert A. Degen '47 (WSM),
G'49 (GRAD), professor emeritus
of economics at Sewanee: The
Un ivers ity of the South, wrote The
Triumph of Capitalism (Transaction
Publishers). He and his wife, Eileen
Dawkins G'49 (MAX), li ve in
Sewanee, Tenn.
Yale Richmond '47 ( LCS), who
served 30 years in the U.S. Foreign
Service, w rote his sixth book,
Practicing Public Diplomacy: A Cold
War Odyssey (Be rghahn Books),
whic h recounts his serv ice in
Austria, Germany, Laos, Poland,
and the former Soviet Uni on.
Phyllis J. Lee '48 (A&S) of New
York City is a ret ired guidance
counse lor and teacher. She enjoys
introd ucing ch il dren to t he worl d of
art during their visit s to museums.
RogerS. Teachout '48 (A&S),
G'53 (MAX) was honored by Chief
Justice Leigh Sa ufley as a founder
of cou rt mediation in Main e duri ng
it s 30th anni versary ce lebration.
Teachout was the first director
and fi rst med iator of Maine Court
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Service.
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Albert Maysles '49 (A&S) had
his films Gimme Shelter, Salesman,
and Grey Gardens chosen by
Documentary Magazine as three of
t he 25 best documentaries. He also
re leased a book of his photographs,
A Maysles Scrapbook (Steidi/Steven
Kasher Ga llery).

~11
Donald H. Green '51 (A&S), a
lawyer wit h Pepper Hami lton, was
chosen by the Nationa l Institut e for
Trial Advocacy to rece ive the Justin
D. Simon Award for Exce llence in
Teaching Trial Ad vocacy.
Max Ginsburg '53 (VPA) pre sented a one-man exhi bitio n of oi l
paintings at Ga ll ery 1199 in New
York City.
Aldo Tambellini '54 (VPA) of
Ca mbridge, Mass., artist, filmmaker, and pioneer video art ist,
presented his development in the
med ia and hi s fi lms at th e Fil m
Archi ves in New York City.
Sanford M. Edelman '55 (WSM)
is sti ll act ive with Kenny's, a
who lesa le merchandise liquidation company he founded in 1979,
after serv ing as merchand isi ng
vice president of severa l major
retai l chains, includ ing Spartan Atla nt ic and Korvettes. He divides
his time between his residences in
Manhattan and Quogue, N.Y.
Joel Rosenbaum '55 (A&S), G'59,
G'63 (G RAD), professor of cel l
and molecu lar biology at Ya le
University, was awarded an honorary degree from the University of
Siena in Ita ly, where he has been
studying t he ult rastructure of the
intraflagellar transport process.
Harold Steinberg '55 (WSM) was
appointed to a five-year term w ith
t he Federa l Acco unt ing Standards
Advisory Board, wh ich establishes
genera ll y accept ed account ing

principles for the federa l government and its agencies.
Thomas E. Bird '56 (A&S) is the
Engl ish -language editor of t he
English -Belarusian Dictionary published in Minsk, Belarus, by the
Belarusian Institute of Arts and
Sciences.
Peter V. McNally '56 (A&S/N EW)
of Buffalo, N.Y., wrote Bette Davis:
The Performance That Made Her
Great (McFarland & Company
Inc.).
Nancy Ely-Raphel '57 (A&S) is
a board member of the United
Nations Development Program.
Charles V. Willie G'57 (MAX),
H'92 and two colleagues wrote
Grassroots Social Action (Rowman &
Litt lefield).

ll:il
Joyce Carol Oates '60 (A&S) gave
a public reading and discussed her
writing at t he University of South
Carol ina as part of a studentcommunity course, Caught in the
Creative Act.
Emily Corbato '62 (VPA) exhibited her photographic work at t he
Women 's Museum's first juried
show, In the Beginning, in Dallas.
Sanford Sternlicht G'62 (A&S), an
English professor at SU, released
a book, Masterpieces of Modern
British and Irish Drama (Greenwood
Press).
Ellen Werdega r Kaplowitz '63
(VPA) exhi bited her photography
at museums and had it published
in many magazines. Images from
Viet nam are feat ured in her book,
A World of Decent Dreams: Vietnam
Images (Weatherhill).
Sally Cast le '64 ( EDU) is professor
of specia l education at Cedarvi lle
Univers ity in Cedarvi lle, Ohi o.

David Dodds '64 (WSM ) is an
adjunct professor of business at
Webster University in Columbia,
S.C.
Val Dunham G'65 ( ESF), G'69
(A&S), a ret ired biology professor
and former dean of the College
of Natural and Applied Sciences
at Coastal Caro li na University,
rejo ined t he staff as interim associate provost for research w ith
responsibi lity for the Office of
Grants and Sponsored Research .
Harvey H. Kaiser G'65 (ARC),
G'74 (MAX) wrote National Park
Architecture Sourcebook (Princeton
Architectural Press) about historica l architecture in t he national park
system.
Rick Rotman G'67 (N EW), G'69
(A&S) of Van Nuys, Calif., is a freelance writer, and submitted a correction to the area code/ time zone
map in the SBC phone book w hite
pages that was implemented in the
loca l phone books.
Jim Buhrmaster '68 (WSM), president of Buhrmaster Energy Group,
a fourth-generation locall y ow ned
and operated company, is pursu ing candidacy for New York's 21st
Congressiona l District.
Jack Gernsheimer '68 (VPA)
w rote Designing Logos: The Process
of Creating Symbols that Endure
(AI Iworth Press) .
William lndek '68 (A&S), G'71
(EDU) was inducted into the Glen
Ridge (N.J.) High School Athletic
Hall of Fame for his contributions
and success for more than 23 years
as track coach at t he school. He
also was awarded the Governor's
Teac her Recognition Award for
his 36 years as a schoo l guidance
counselor. He retired this year.
Bruce Chadwick '69 (NEW), a
cultura l historian, wrote I Am
Murdered (Wiley) about the bizarre
slaying of a founding father, and
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Judy Freud berg '71 »
Triumvirate about the fight to ratify
the U.S. Constituti on. Both books
w ill be publ ished lat er thi s year.

Nancy Weingarten Garn '69
( EDU ) recei ved a doctor of hum ane
letters from Rosa lind Franklin
Uni versity of Medici ne and Science
in Chi cago for her four-decades'
long co ntribution to health sc ience
educati on and her dedication to
t he uni ve rsity.

James W. Heffernan '69 (A&S),
G'74 (WS M ) compl et ed a fouryear t erm as chairman of the board
of Hare, an agency serving th e
needs of those w ith intellectual disabi lity in ce ntral Conn ecticut, and
was appointed to the state governor's Co uncil on Developm ental
Services.

Marcia J. Scherer '70 ( HD/
NE W) works for the Uni ve rsity of
Rochest er Medica l Center in th e
Department of Ph ysica l M edicine
and Rehabilitati on and is presid ent
of the Institute for Matching Person
and Techn ology. She was awarded
th e James Hanse n Humanitari an
Award from t he Gradu ate School of
Edu ca ti on, Uni ve rsity at Buffal o.

Maxine Bigby Cunningham G'71
(MAX) wrote Power Wa lking: A
Journey to Wholeness ( BookSurge
Publi shi ng). She retired as a
se ni or executi ve from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Developm ent, bega n a second
ca reer as a director and co nsultant
w ith nonprofit, grassroots organizations, and launched a third
caree r as an author and we ll ness
advocat e.

Steven R. Wills '71 ( EDU ) retired

Robert Graziano G'72 ( LCS), president, CEO, and chairman of th e
board of di rectors at Techn ology
Service Corp., ce lebrat ed 30 years
with the company.
James L. Perry G'72, G'74 (MAX),
a chance ll or's professor at Indiana
Uni versity, received th e Dwight
Wa ld o Awa rd by th e A meri ca n
Society for Public Admini stration.

Betsy Powers '72 CA&S) wa s
se lect ed as one of 60 finan cial
pl anners to join the Select Pl anner
Group of Lin co ln Fin ancial A dviso rs
Corp./Sagemark Consulting as
part of th e firm 's Pri vate Wealth
Services Gro up Program .
Eric Y. Sheldon '72 (A&S), president of the Baltim ore Chart ered
Fin ancial A nalyst Soc iety and
managing direct or at Sun Tru st
Bank, Atl anta, was awa rd ed th e
Sun Trust Ca res trophy for vo lunteer activiti es as a baseball
manager for 15- t o 18 -yea r-olds
and as a member of th e Heroes
organi zation, a Washingt on, D.C.,
group of 100 bu sin ess executi ves
providing financial support for the
famili es of fall en poli ce offi ce rs and
firefighters.

Toni S. Sullivan '72 (A&S) rescued
150 people/tourist s ove r a peri od
of three summers, in Samaria
Gorge Park, on t he island of Cret e,
Greece.

Robert Brenna Jr. '73 (A&S) of
Roc hester, N.Y., is president of th e
New York State Academy of Tri al
Lawyers.
FrankS. Ferko G'73 (V PA) w rot e
Merton Songs: Five Songs on Poems
of Th omas Merton, w hich premi ered
in New York's Ca rnegie Hall in a
con cert performed by ren ow ned
baritone Nathan Gunn.

after 35 yea rs as a t eacher. He
is an education co nsultant and
coo rdin ato r of th e Wachov ia
Edu cation Resource Center at th e
Philadelphia M useum of A rt. He
res ides in the Phil adelphi a area
w ith hi s w ife, Susan Barnes '70
( NEW), a freelance w riter for children's magazines.

Dale Fenstermaker '72 CA&S) is
sen ior vice president and partner of
Va ll eyWid e Property M anagement,
Al lentow n, Pa.
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Joe Lamachia '73 ( NEW), voi ce
talent and actor for anim at ed
features, mov ie trail ers, network
promos, and co mmercials, introduced th e fea tured performers and
prov id ed vo ice-ove r for the The
Concert of Hope, w hi ch preceded
Pope Bendict XV I's Papal M ass in
Ya nkee Stadium.
Joanne C. Conlon G'74 ( EDU ),
director of stud ent aca demic
support at Rose mont Co ll ege
in Penn sylva ni a, was named
a 20 0 8 (ACPA) Educational

Not Just Kid Stuff
WHEN SESAME STREET'S POPULAR "ELMO'S WORLD" WAS
first tested on preschoolers at a daycare center more than 10
years ago, head writer Judy Freud berg was among those anxiously
awaiting t heir reactions. "It was very painful, and humbling," reca lls
Freudberg, a Sesame Street writer since 1975 and one of the segment's si x creators and developers. Before the now familiar "Ia Ia
Ia Ia" theme music began, "kids were all over the place. They were
playing with each other, th rowing th ings, running around," she says.
"But slowly the noise stopped . It took them about three minutes
to realize somethi ng new was happening, and they got total ly involved
in the program. They were hooked!
From the start, kids just loved Elmo.
And t hey sti ll do."
Origina lly from Memphis, Tennessee, Freudberg earned a bachelor's
degree in speech and dramatic arts
at Syracuse, and was interested in
a career in television and film. In
fa ll 1971, not long after graduating,
she got a foot in the door as a "gofer" at what was then the Children's
Television Workshop, and moved up
to a production assistant position
before becoming a writer. "I was the
new kid 'on the block,' and kind of
starry-eyed about the whole t hing,"
she says. "It was fun and exciting to
work with such ta lented people. It
rea lly was a workshop. If you showed
any in itiat ive and had some smarts
about you, they were more than
happy to promote you . It was a very
supportive place, and the people were wonderful."
Freudberg later collaborated wit h Tony Geiss on a feature film,
Sesame Street Presents: Follow that Bird, as we ll as An American Tail
and The Land Before Time, two feature an imation films for Steven
Spielberg. "I had always wanted to work in the movies in some
capacity," she says. "I fell in love wi t h the movies when I took a
Development of Cinema Art course at Syracuse. It gave me a whole
new perspective on fi lm as an art form and as entertainment."
Freudberg's writing successes al lowed her to achieve another
lifelong goal. "I was one of those littl e gi rl s who loved horses and
always wanted one," she says. "So about t hree years ago, I fulfil led
my childhood dream by getting a place upstate where I could have
a horse. I'm so lucky to have had good, steady writing work that
gave me the opportunity to do this ."
Currently collaborating wi t h Molly Boylan on new scripts for
Sesame Street's 40th season, Freudberg still loves what she does.
"You've got to have fun with these characters, or it shows up on the
screen," she says. "The show was created to appeal to bot h adults
and chi ldren, so parents wil l watch w ith their kids. So, if we have
fun and laugh while we're writing, we figure our audience will be
laughing, and learn ing, too. That, to me, is what Sesame Street is al l
-Amy Speach
about."

Fall 200 8
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Leadership Foundation Diamond
Honoree. Conlon also received
the Jefferson Community College
Alumni Association's Professional
Achievement Award.

Nancy S. Padian G'74 CEDU), an
internationally recognized expert
in epidemiology and the prevention of HIV, was appointed an RTI
International Distinguished Fellow.
RTI is a research institute based in
Research Triangle Park, N.C.
Robert B. Kugler '75 (A&S)
received the 2008 Arthur E.
Armitage Sr. Distinguished Alumni
Award from the Rutgers' Camden
Law Alumni Association. He is a
partner at the Cherry Hill law firm
of Gold and Farrow.
Jeanne Maglaty '75 (NEW/A&S)
retired from The Washington Post
and joined Smithsonian magazine
as a copy editor.

James V. Breuer '72

Peter Checklick '76 (LCS) was
awarded the prestigious NASA
astronauts' Silver Snoopy Award in
recognition of his expertise in support of the STS-114 mission. He is
the NASA quality engineering lead
for the Space Shuttle Program at
Kennedy Space Center.
Darien Chrepta '76 (NEW) is the
morning news producer at FOX9/
KMSP-TV in Eden Prairie, Minn.
Igor Kapral G'76 (A&S), who
was tonsured a monk with the
name Hila ron, was elected the
new Metropolitan of the Russian
Orthodox Church Outside of
Russia.
Susan Germain '77 (WSM) of
DeWitt, N.Y., is executive director
of SU's Office of Special Events.

Karen Bronstein Kallet '77 (VPA)
is vice president of online and
direct marketing for Wei I Lifestyle/
DrWeil.com. She was elected president of the American Marketing
Association for Phoenix.
Richard Longshore G'77, G'Sl
(MAX) retired after 27 years with
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.,
where he was the director of new
products and emerging opportunities in the U.S. Managed Markets
Group. He started his own pharmaceutical consulting business,
The Longshore Group.
James Schantz '77 (VPA) collaborated with flutist Paula Robison on

Places of the Spirit: The Holy Land
(Pucker Gallery). It is composed of
music and images from Schantz's
visit to Israel.

Jim Staudenraus G'77 (MAX),
appointed by Governor David
Paterson to the newly formed New
York State Sea Level Rise Task
Force and contributing author to
the book War Footing: 10 Steps

America Must Take to Prevail in
the War for the Free World (U.S.
Naval Institute Press), received the
Republican and the Conservative
Party nomination for New York
State Assembly, District 1.

Jay B. Wright G'77 (NEW), professor of communications law, was
appointed a Newhouse Endowed
Chair of Public Communications at
the S.l. Newhouse School of Public
Communications.
Melissa Bennett '78 (ARC) is a
senior member of the library practice at Shepley Bulfinch with more
than 25 years of design, programming, and planning of institutional
library facilities.

»

Building Community Ties
JAMES V. BREUER '72 IS A BIG FAN OF SYRACUSE, AND NOT JUST WHEN IT COMES TO SPORTS. HE
grew up in the area and know s it's a great environment for raising a famil y. He and his w ife, Catherine
Cragg Breuer '73, brought up their three children here. Breuer also thinks Syracuse is a terrific place to get
an education. The third generation of his famil y to attend the University, he earned a bachelor's degree at
both SU and SUNY Coll ege of Environmental Science and Forestry. As president and a member of the fifth
generation of the famil y-owned Hueber-Breuer Construction Co. Inc., he believes Syracuse is the perfect
community in which to build a business, make a li ving, and establish deep, long-lasting roots . For Breu er,
serving on SU's Board of Trustees is a measure of his commitment and gratitude to the University as w ell as
the city. "Cathy and I both feel that our educational experiences at SU and the friendships we made there
have influenced our lives in many ways," he says. " We also appreciate the positive impact the University has
had on our community. So we like to give back to SU in w hatever ways w e can."
Founded in 1880, Breuer's company recentl y celebrated 125 years of providing con struction services to
Central New York. The compan y is responsible for several SU facilities, including Ma xwell Hall, Eggers Hall,
the new Whitman School of Management building, the Winnick Hillel Center for Jew ish Life, Goldstein
Student Center, the Place of Remembrance, and the Orange Grove. Other local landmarks constructed by
Hueber-Breuer include hospitals, assisted li ving residences, educational facilities, churches, firehouses, and
hotels. Breuer is also an investor in many area commercial office buildings, distribution facilities, and the
Syracuse Crunch professional hockey team . " You have to have an interest in creating something to succeed
in this business," says Breuer, w hose sons And y and Charlie are now invol ved in the compan y. " I drive by
a project we've constructed and feel a certain ownership. It is rewarding to see our clients succeed in their
new facilities . That's w hat keeps me going."
A four-year member of SU's crew team, Breuer was named a LetterWinner of Distinction in 1995. His
professional and ci vic interests have led him to serve on the board of the Onondaga County Industrial
Development Agency and as chair of the Dow ntow n Committee of Syracuse, and to invol vement w ith
St. Joseph's Hospital Health Center; Loretto, a nonprofit provider of eldercare in Central New York; and
Syracuse Stage, among other organizations. "To me, Syracuse is a unique area," he sa ys. "M y famil y and I
feel fortunate to be part of this community, and it's important to us to share our experience and get invol ved
in w ays that have a positiveimpact."

-Amy Speach
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Larry Echols '78 (NEW) of

Richard Giancola G'80 (WSM)

Fayetteville, N.Y., joined Re/Max
Masters in DeWitt. His background includes advertising sales,
marketing, and public relations at
The Post-Standard daily newspaper
in Syracuse.

is CEO of Neuromonics Inc. and a
member of its board of directors.

JOIN THE CLUB

Joel Plumley '80 (LCS), owner of

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO GET INVOLVED W IT H YOUR
local alumni club. Clubs part icipate in a variety of activities,
including commun it y servi ce projects, game-wat ching and
other events, art exhibitions, networking opportunit ies, and
new student recruiting.

Albert A. Kruger G'78 (A&S)
of the Office of River Protection
was named glass scientist
for the Waste Treatment and
Immobilization Plant on the
Department of Energy's Hanford
Site in Washington state.

Cheryl Solimini '78 (NEW)
wrote Across the River-A Mystery
(Deadly Ink Press).

linda Daley '79 (WSM) is managing principal at ah'be landscape
architect s in Culver City, Ca lif.

Linda G. DiMeglio '79 (NEW) is
director of residential dining services at the University of California,
Santa Barbara.
Jesse Fink '79 (ESF), G'82 (WSM),
co-founder and managing director
of MissionPoint Capital Partners
and co-founder of priceline.com,
delivered the keynote address at
Babson College during its second
annual Entrepreneurial Energy
Expo at the F.W. Olin Graduate
School of Business.

Richard Whittaker G'79 (MAX)
earned a mast er of divinity degree
from the Episcopal Theo logica l
School/Claremont School of
Theology, and was ordained to
the Transitional Diaconate in the
Episcopal Diocese of Los Angeles.

t~:It
Thomas Coffey '80 ( NEW) wrote

Blood Alley (Toby Press) Coffey is
a sports editor w it h The New York
Times.
David Crane L'80 CLAW), professor of practice at t he Coll ege of
Law, received an honorary doct orate in law during commencement
ceremonies at Case Western
Reserve University.

Plumley Engineering, opened a
new office in Rome, N.Y.

Howard Woolley '80 (NEW),
Verizon senior vice president of
wireless public policy and government relations, was named to the
Executive Leadership Council, an
orga nization representing t he most
sen ior African American execut ives in Fortune 500 compa nies.
Sarah Bowen G'81 ( NEW), founder
of the Susan G. Kamen Race for
the Cure Breast Cancer Foundation
in Chattanooga, Tenn., and marketing and special projects coordinator for WRCB-TV, was honored
w ith Chattanooga's Women of
Distinction award at the group's
annua l luncheon.

Nicholas Caronna '81 ( LCS) is the
managing principal of the Research
Triangle Park, North Ca roli na,
office for Integral, a consult ing
engineering firm specia lizing in
resea rch laboratory and biopharm
facility designs. He and his family
live in Cary, N.C.

Michael Frye '81 (A&S) is an associate at Booz Allen Ham ilton in
Norfolk, Va. Frye ret ired from the
U.S. Air Force as deputy director
of homeland defense. He served
more than 26 years in t he Air
Force as a pilot and squad ron commander, and had numerous other
responsibilities that included serving on the joint st aff.
Melanie Gray L'81 (LAW), an SU
t rustee and a litigat ion partner
in the Houston office of W ei I,
Gotshal & Manges LLP, was named
by Houston Woman Magazine
as one of the city's 50 M ost
Influential Women . The honor
recognizes women who are making
an extraordinary impact on major
issues in the Houst on community.
Gray is also a co-chair of The
Campaign for Syracuse University.

alumni.syr.edu
Look for the "Clubs" link under "Off Campus" on our home
page. There you will find a complete listing of all our regional, international, and specialty clubs, as well as club contact names,
phone numbers, and e-mail addresses. For information on the
club nearest you, contact the person listed or call the Office of
Alumni Relations at 1-800-782-5867.

Laurie Storey-Manseau '81 (N EW)

Jeffrey L. Pappalardo '82 (VPA)

is the principal of StoreyManseau,
wh ich was named one of the Top
25 W omen-Owned Businesses by
Working Mother magazine.

is sen ior vice president at Crowley
Webb and Associat es Inc., a marketing commun ications agency in
Buffa lo, N.Y.

Judith Sereno Zak G'81 ( NEW)

Daniel Rushefsky '82 (A&S) is a
financia l services representative
with MetLife.

wrote Serenade the Moon (The
W ild Rose Press), writing under
the pseudonym of Jocelyn Saint
James. Za k is a product manager
for Praxai r Inc., and a professor of
w rit ing and communications at
Medaille College. She and her husband, Jim, reside in Cheektowaga,
N.Y.

Michael D. Antonetti G'82 CA&S)
is an envi ronmental project
manager at Gannett Fleming in
Pittsburgh.

Kenneth Evans '82 CA&S), '83
(WSM ) is executive director of the
Tampa Bay Technology Foru m's
Em erging Companies Academy.
He was also honored in t he 2008
Tampa Bay Corporate Guide.

L. Oliver Frey G'82 (MAX), L'82
(LAW) is a partner in the lit igation
department at Saul Ewing LLP in
Ph iladelphia. He concentrat es on
complex commercial lit igation and
employment law.
Amy Lyndon '82 (VPA) appeared

Arpi Hovaguimian '81 (WSM ),
G'83 (MAX), G'89 (A&S), G'96

Robert Fein '80 CA&S) is director of sales at CBS 3 and The CW
Philly in Philadelphia.

(SWK) opened a new counseling
and consulting practice in Ithaca,
N.Y.

Fred Field '80 (N EW) wrot e and

Michelle S. Simon L'81 ( LAW) is
dean of Pace University School of
Law in W hite Plains, N.Y.

photographed Maine Places, Maine
Faces (Commonwealth Editions), a
photojourna list ic look at the st ate.

Visit the Office of Alumni Relations:

on CBS's NC/S as Goldilocks. She
shot the 35mm AFI Thesis fi lm
Warren and t he film Making it in the
City. She also complet ed principal
photography as a director/ producer on t he comedy film Award-

Winning.

Deirdre Sinnott '82 ( V PA) married
Charles R. Pet zold. They reside in
New York, where Deirdre is a writer, memoirist , and literary critic.

Elizabeth Strout L'82 (LAW) wrote

Olive Kittridge: Fiction (Random
House).

Jerry Zremski '82 ( NEW), the
W ashi ngton, D.C., bureau ch ief
for The Buffalo News, was honored
by the Nat ional Polish Center in
W ash ingt on.

Ann Donahue G'83 ( WSM) married John Yockey. They reside in
Rockvill e, Md., w here she is execu tive director of the regional operations for Great er Washington, D.C.,
at SU's Paul Greenberg House.

David Feth '83 (ARC ) is a principal
at Payette in Boston.

Jorge Graubard '83 (A&S) is a
senior imaging specialist w ith
GE Healthcare and received the
Pinnacl e Awa rd for achievements
in 2007.

RichardS. Hill G'83 (WSM ), chai rman and CEO of Novellus Syst ems
Inc., received an honorary degree
from t he University of Illinois at
Chicago. He also received the
2008 Excelsior Award from N.Y.
Loves Nanotech, a collaborat ion
among New York St ate compaFall 2008
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»
Her Message is Clear
Linda Dulye '77

WHAT DO ORGANIZATIONS AS DIVERSE
as Lockheed Martin, the U.S. Environmental
Protect ion Agency, Tyco, Progress Energy,
Bobcat, Blue Cross Blue Shield, and Dallas-Ft.
Worth International Airport have in common?
They are among dozens of major employers
who have sought the expertise of Linda Dulye
to increase productivity through improved
workplace communication and collaboration.
"W ith more reliance on texting, IMing, and
e-mailing, business people are limiting themselves to inadequate, impersonal communication," says Dul ye, who founded L.M. Dulye
& Co. in 2008, fol lowing a career as a leading
communications officer for such blue-chip
mainstays as General Electric, Allied Signal,
and Grey Advertising. "We help them master

I Syracuse
Published by54
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the full spectrum of commun ication, wh ich
includes the visual and the vocal-body posture, animation, intonation-as well as the
verbal. We help people get beyond 'reporting'
to each other and teach them to have conversations and tap into feedback . Our goal is
what we call a 'Spectator-Free Workplace.rM"'
Earlier this year, Dulye brought her trademarked 2-Way Communications program to
Rolls- Royce Engine Services-Oakland . The
result moved the International Association
of Business Communicators to honor the collaboration with its Gold Quill Award.
With an SU family legacy that includes her
father, Raymond '31, and brother, Raymond
'71 , Dulye claims she had chosen SU by age
6. An English major whose ideas and skills
are highly valued in the corporate world, she
is passionate about liberal arts educat ion. "I
never saw my major as restricting me to anything, but rather as a door opener," she says.
Last spring, she put that belief into action on
behalf of Syracuse students at the first Dulye
Leadership Experience, a three-day seminar
in the Berkshires of western Massachusetts
designed to help juniors and seniors look
beyond academic categories. "When the students arrived, they thought of themselves as
history or engineering majors," says Dulye,
who helped choose 12 participants from campus-wide applications. "When they left, they
were conscious of their specific skill s and
experiences. They took away an understanding of the wide range of career opportunities
they can pursue."
An activist by nature, Dulye has a love
for animals that she expresses in her work
as a Berkshire Humane Society board member and supporter of Winslow Therapeutic
Riding Unlimited, a riding academy that
brings animals into the lives of children with
severe disabilities, to mutual benefit. Here, as
elsewhere, she insists on contributing more
than fund ing. Recently, Dulye and her fam ily
adopted a retired Winslow horse and mule
in need of homes, and built a barn for the
equine pair on their Hudson Valley property.
"Just writing a check isn't enough for me. I
want to go beyond that and be part of the
change or the challenge it will fund," she
says. "I am fortunate to have been raised in
a family business, where we all knew we had
to actively participate to make th ings work
and progress. I credit my parents for teaching us the power of doing and giving back.
It's personally empowering to really make a
difference."
-David Marc

nies, academic institutions, and
economic development agencies.
The award recognizes a prominent
industry leader.

Christopher Hobler '83 (A&S),
an athletic trainer and physician
extender at Orthopedic Surgery
and Sports Medicine in Ithaca,
N.Y., is president-elect of the
New York State Athletic Trainers'
Association.
Rebecca Y. Hopkins G'83 (NEW),
owner of Oakland Consulting,
reprinted and published three original selections of turn-of-the-century sheet music composed by her
husband's late grandfather, James
Hopkins, a past band master with
the Royal Fusiliers in London.
David Lazar G'83 (A&S) wrote

Truth in Nonfiction: Essays
(University of Iowa Press).

Michael Olivette G'83, G'84
(MAX) is associate dean of
academic affairs in the Panuska
College of Professional Studies
at the University of Scranton in
Pennsylvania.
Michelle Paige-Paterson '83
(VPA) is the first lady of the State
of New York. Her husband, David
A. Paterson, is the first African
American governor of New York
State. Paige-Paterson is director of
integrative well ness at Health Plan
of New York.
Dan A. Schulder '83 (WSM), a
partner in the tax and real estate
practice group of WolfBiock, is
chair of the Tax Law Section of the
Pennsylvania Bar Association.
Gregory D. Simon '83 (WSM) is
senior vice president of the strategies and solutions group at Van
Wagner Sports and Entertainment.
Holly Karker '84 (NEW) of
Skaneateles, N.Y., is director of
development and membership
for the Friends of the Rosamond
Gifford Zoo.
Vic Ricci '84 (LCS) is the director of science and technology for
the sensor and sonar systems
department of the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center Division, Newport,
R.I. He received the Technical
Manager of the Year award from
the deputy undersecretary of
defense for advanced systems and
concepts.
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resides in West Sacramento with
his wife, Astrid , and their son,
Lukas.

Mich., in the book Cameron (XIibris
Corporation).

Russell Ford '86 (LCS) and wife

is the founding director of
Radford University's School of
Communications in Radford, Va.

Karen announce the birth of their
twins, Gregory Russell and Katelyn
Marie.

Sean Gillane '86 (NEW) earned
an M.Ed. degree in history
from Westfield State College in
Massachusetts. Gil lane's thesis
was titled "Badges of Slavery:
Fugitive Slaves, Sarah Roberts,
Prudence Crandall, and the Fight
for African American Opportunity
in Antebellum New England."

David A. Gordon L'86 (LAW),

Wally Bobkiewicz G'89, left, president of the Syracuse University Alumni
Association, presents the Melvin A. Eggers Senior Alumni Award to
Sanford Dornbusch '48, with his wife, Barbara '50. Dornbusch, who earned
a bachelor's degree in sociology from the College of Arts and Sciences and
a master's degree and Ph.D. degree from the University of Chicago, joined
Stanford University's faculty in 1959. He founded Stanford's sociology
department, its program in human biology, and its curriculum on children
and society; sociology is now the second most popular major at Stanford.
The Reed-Hodgson Professor of Human Biology and professor emeritus
of sociology and education at Stanford, Dornbusch chairs the advisory
board of the newly established Stanford Center on Adolescence . The
Eggers Award recognized Dornbusch for his distinguished career and his
advocacy on behalf of children.

David H. Robin G'84 CEDU) and
his wife, Susan, reside in the
Berkshires in Massachusetts. He
is an educational consultant after
35 years as a teacher and administrator in New York State and
Massachusetts.

M.T. Schwartzman '84 (NEW)
marked his 15th anniversary as a
freelance writer covering Alaska
and the cruise industry. He resides
in New Jersey and teaches continuing education classes on magazine writing, travel writing, and
business writing.

Daniel Casey G'85 CWSM) lives
in Belgium, where he formed a
Pittsburgh Steelers fan club.

Myles J. Edwards '85 (A&S) joined
Access International Advisors as
general counsel and chief compliance officer. He was admitted to
the bar of the U.S. Supreme Court
in 2007.

Kirsten Flynn '85 CVPA) is owner
of Sustainable Home, an interior
design firm . The firm was selected
in 2006 to design the interiors

https://surface.syr.edu/sumagazine/vol25/iss3/11

for Santa Clara University's 2007
entry in the Solar Decathlon.

Ray Halbritter '85 (WSM), Oneida
Nation Representative and CEO,
received the Whitman School
of Management Distinguished
Entrepreneur of the Year Award,
which honors the business accomplishments of an alumnus.

Glen Hartz G'85 CA&S/EDU), professor of philosophy at Ohio State
University-Mansfield, received the
Leibniz Society of North America
Award. He was recognized as
founder and editor of the Leibniz
Review.

William Thomson '85 CVPA)
illustrated his third children's
book, Baseball Hour (Marshall
Cavendish). He is an associate professor of illustration at the Hartford
Art School at the University of
Hartford and lives in Southington,
Conn., with his wife, Diann, and
their three sons.

Alfred Boehm '86 (A&S) is a manager at the California Department
of Justice in Sacramento. He

managing partner of Latham and
Watkins, was honored at the
Syracuse Law Review's annual banquet with the Law Review Alumni
Achievement Award.

Robert Hagle G'86 CVPA) is interim director of the Cummings Art
Gallery at Mercyhurst College in
Erie, Pa. He retired from Lord Corp.
as its employee communications
manager.

Edmund Luzine '86 CA&S) and his
wife, Suzette, announce the birth
of their daughter, Veronica Pilar.
Luzine, a hedge fund manager,
an Army colonel, and an M.B.A.
professor, formed Ausable Funds
Inc., a firm that will launch a global
emerging markets mutual fund
later this year.

Fred Opie '86 (EDU), G'99
(MAX), associate professor of
history and director of the African
Diaspora program at Marist
College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
wrote Hog and Hominy: Soul Food
from Africa to America (Columbia
University Press).

Robert Siegel '86 (ARC) won an
award from the American Institute
of Architects, New York Chapter,
for his firm's design of the Land
Port of Entry border station in
Calais, Maine. It is the only border
station to win such an award and
was also named part of the U.S.
General Services Administration
Design Excellence Program.
Barbara Davis Wilson G'86 (EDU),
a teacher at Syracuse Renaissance
Academy at Carnegie, was featured as "The Black Dreamer"
and the first African American
majorette in Calhoun County,

Lynn Zoch G'86, G'93 (NEW)

Stephen L. Christian '87 (VPA)
is development authority director at Berkeley Development in
Martinsburg, W. Va.
Susan Shanahan Kostecki '87
(NUR) and husband John of
Rocklin, Calif., announce the
birth of their fourth child, Connor
Matthew.

Mark Scarsi '87 (LCS), G'93 (LCS/
UC), partner in the intellectual
property and technology department of the international law firm
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy,
was honored with a place on IP
Law & Business Top 50 Under 45
list. He was recognized for his skillful litigation strategies and track
record of successes in high profile
computer software and technology
related cases.

Glenn Walsh '87 (HD) was
inducted into the Rhode Island
Wrestling Hall of Fame.

Scott M. Brenner '88 (WSM) was
appointed advisory council member by the Connecticut Society of
Certified Public Accountants. He is
a partner in the Stamford CPA firm
of Dylewsky, Goldberg & Brenner.

Diana Nuzzolillo Collins '88
(NEW) was ordained as an
interfaith minister by One Spirit
Interfaith Seminary. She resides in
Charlotte, N.C., with her husband,
Rory, and is a freelance writer and
unaffiliated minister doing weddings, baby blessings, and other
rites of passage.

John E. Decker '88 (A&S) is a
partner at the Sandbar Grill in
Taunton, Mass.

Eric Helt '88 (LCS) is vice
president for electric operations/
construction and maintenance of
PECO.

Alland Leandre '88 CLCS),
president and CEO of Vyalex
Management Solutions Inc.,
was honored at the 2008 Black
Engineer of the Year Awards
Conference.

Fall 2008
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Said Cohen '49

Jerry Leo '88 (N EW) is senior vice
president of program planning and
acquisitions for Bra vo, an NBC
Universal property.

»

Enterprising Adventure
SAID COHEN IS AN ENGINEER
by design and a successful
entrepreneur through determination. In the 1960s, he heard
about the growing potential of
printed circuit boards for different electric instruments and
electronic equipment at various companies. "It was a new
product coming on the market," Cohen says. "I thought it
would have a good future."
Cohen, who had a business design ing and installing
air conditioning systems in
Manhattan offices, moved his
family to California in 1962. In
1967, he and an assistant started up a circuit board manufacturing business, Cosmotronic
Company, in Irvine. "The first
year was a very rough year,"
he says. "The second year
was better. We had developed
some good contacts and the
business started to build ."
The technology continued
to become more sophisticated with multilayer circuit boards, and
Cosmotronic kept pace. Working with such companies as Hughes
Aircraft and McDonnell Douglas, Cosmotronic prepared boards
for military fighter planes and tanks. Cohen spent 30 years in the
business, which grew to 90 employees, before he retired in 1998.
Originally from Tehran, Iran, Cohen traveled to the United States
in 1945 on a student visa. The 41-day trip aboard a cargo ship
through the Suez Canal, Mediterranean Sea, and At lantic Ocean
was truly an adventure for the 21-year-old who had never been far
from home. Once in the United States, Cohen learned English at
the American Internationa l College in Springfie ld, Massachusetts.
In fa ll 1946, he arrived at SU, where he took up engineering. "Ever
since I was a youngster, I had always want ed to go into engineering," he says. A n enthusiastic SU fan, Cohen attended his first football game at SU. "My friends had to explain what was going on," he
says. "After a couple of games, I started t o enjoy it." Cohen spent
summers at SU, staying at a fraternity house and hanging out on
the shores of Onondaga Lake. He also remembers receiv ing kind
phone calls from the provost inquiring about his progress.
Cohen, whose brother, Albert, fo llowed in his footsteps and
graduated in 1957, remains connected to the University and is
happy to support future SU generations. "I have a very good feeling about t he University," Cohen says. "It gave me my educat ion,
so I'd like to see other people also have the chance to study at the
University and become good citizens and help the country."

-Kathleen Haley
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Neal McDonough '88 (VPA)
appeared in the movie Forgetting
Sarah Marshall, portraying the
prisoner.
Anthony Pucca '88 (N EW) and his
wife, MaryBet h, announce the birth
of their daughter, Audrey. They
reside in Westchester County, N.Y.
Anthony is an executi ve creative
director of Sigma, an award-winning integrated advertising agency
in Oradell, N.J.
Angela M. Barry G'89 (ARC)
joined Hiscock & Barclay as project
development special ist to establish
the economic and project development practice area.
Gail Cohen '89 (N EW) is globa l
chair at Burson -Marstel ler's
Hea lthcare Practice, responsib le
for helping the Global Hea lthcare
Practice drive success across
regions and address cl ient commu nicat ions needs.
Melissa Richards '89 (NEW) married Thomas Person . They reside
in Louisville, Ky., where Melissa
is director of Enterprise-Wide
Initiatives at Humana Inc.
Tracy Tajbl '89 (A&S) is senior
director of external affairs for the
Ba ltimore Symphony Orchestra's
second home, The Music Center at
Strathmore, in Bethesda, Md.
Wendy Walukiewicz G'89 (N EW)
married Pau l Petrillo. They reside in
Midd letown, Conn.

Michael Brodsky '90 (A&S) is
president and CEO of Youbet.com .
Anne Novado-Cappuccilli '90
(VPA) is curator at Limestone Art
& Fram ing Ga llery in Fayettevil le,
N.Y.
Gerald Rawson '90 (N EW) passed
the cert ified financia l planner
exam . He works as a financ ial
planner with Vanguard in Val ley
Forge, Pa.
Stephen Rice '90 (A&S) and his
wife, Jod y, announce the birth
of their son, Charlie. Rice is the
assistant regiona l manager of a
paper and office suppl y distributor
and operates a beet farm with his
brother.

Michele Estep '91 (WSM) is
executive vice president and chief
administrative officer for Sun
National Bank. She oversees the
bank's human resources, payroll,
facilities, project management, and
purchasing departments.
Amy Caruana Gabriel '91 (A&S/
NEW) and husband Christopher
Gabriel '91 (A&S) announce the
birth of their son, Sam Christopher.
Martin A. Gromulat L'91 (LAW)
is senior policy advisor for the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 's
Department of Conservation and
Natura l Resources.
Kerrie Heslin '91 (WSM) is
partner in the law firm of NukkFreeman & Cerra in Short Hills,
N.J. The firm was honored by the
Women Presidents' Educationa l
Organization as the Outstanding
Women Bu siness Enterprise in the
New York region.
Tawanda Johnson '91 (N EW ) is
press secretary for APS Physics in
Washington, D.C.
Keith Kaplan '91 (N EW) is president of Adconion Media Group, a
global advertising network.
Vincent J. Loffredo '91 (EDU)
is associate vice president for
university student services at the
University of Texas Medical Branch
in Ga lveston.
Edward C. M iller Jr. '91 (WSM),
chief marketing officer at Norris
Mcl aughlin & Marcus, P.A., was a
guest speaker at the New Jersey
State Bar Assoc iation 's Annual
Meeting and Convention in
Atlantic City, N.J.
James T. Olson '91 (NEW) is vice
president of corporate communications at U.S. Airways.
Kenneth Quaglio G'91 (WSM)
is president of Cammand
Information . He resides in Cl ifton,
Va., with his wife, Valerie, and children Joseph and Caroline.
F. Stuart Ross '91 (A&S), G'OO
(MAX) married Maria TueroO'Donnel l. They reside in Derry,
Northern Ireland, where Ross is a
teacher at Queen 's University.
Mary Michael Shelley G'91
(SWK) is an American folk artist
with work in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian and
the American Museum in Bath,
England.
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Kristine Worrell G'91 (NEW) is
managing editor at The Beaumont
(Texas) Enterprise.
Joshua Zinder '91 (ARC) completed the architecture and design of a
new restaurant, Restaurant Charlie,
at the Palazzo in Las Vegas. He is
the principal and founder of Joshua
Zinder Architecture+ Design in
Princeton, N.J.

Nicholas Bennett '92 (VPA/ EDU)
of Liverpool, N.Y., is coordinator of
interactive education at WCNY.

Eileen Moran Crandall '92 (NEW)
was awarded the Delacorte Award
for First Young Adult Fiction for her
novel, Skin Deep (De Iacorte Press).
She and her husband, Mark, live
in Sackets Harbor, N.Y., with their
daughter, Wyoma.

Paul L. Hume '92 (ARC) was
named principal at GWWO Inc.
Architects.

Kendall B. Lamar '92 (NEW)
won Certificates of Merit for Best
Morning Show and Best On-Air
Promotional Campaign and a
first-place award for Production
of Best On-Air Contest for KS
1075 (KQKS-FM) Denver at the
2008 Colorado Broadcasters '
Association Aw ards of Excellence
Ceremony.

Mark A. Lapointe '92 (ARC) w as
named principal of GWWO Inc.
Architects.

Patrick J. Sullivan '92 (A&S)
is director of technical and
government affairs for the
Telecommunications Industry
Association.

D. Christian Fischer L'93 (LAW) of
Cazenovia joined the law offices of
Riehl man, Shafer & Shafer, focusing on commercial real estate and
related business areas.

Steven Gardner '93 (A&S) and
Sharon Shinkle announce the birth
of their son, Joshua David Arthur.

Jonathan Hennessey '93 (NEW)
wrote The U.S. Constitution: A
Graphic Adaptation (Hill & Wang).
Erin Howard '93 (A&S) and husband Jason Ross of Shrewsbury,
Mass., announce the birth of their
daughter, Victoria , w ho joins sister
Alexandra.

Michelle Phillips Kubick '93
(WSM/ NEW) and her husband

Robert J. Kubick Jr. '93 (A&S)
announce the birth of their third
daughter, Leah Grace. Robert
earned a doctoral degree in education from Kent State University
and is editor of The Ohio School

Valerie Fisher Smaltini '93 (NEW)
and husband Chris announce the
birth of their son, Riley Christopher.
They reside in Long Branch, N.J.,
where she is a television production manager.
Angelina DeGiovanni Capodanno
'94 (A&S/NEW) and husband Tom
of Brooklyn announce the birth
of their daughter, Nicoletta, who
joins brother Julian . Capodanno is
director of creati ve management at
Sony BMG Music Entertainment.

Rebecca Dolgin '94 (A&S/ NEW)
is vice president and executive edi tor of print at The Knot Inc.

Jennifer Leonardo Hollis '94, G'99

ident of Siegal and Sons in Newton,
Mass. He is also a member of the
editorial board of and a columnist
for Simply Wine Today magazine.

(LCS) and her husband, David,
announce the birth of their son,
Seth, who joins brothers Nathanael
and Isaac.

Sara Millett Au '93 CA&S/NEW)
w rote Stress-Free Potty Training

Kelly McGary Horan '94 (A&S),
G'97 (MAX) and husband Steve

(AMACOM Books) . Her SU roommate, Kelly Rocha Light '92 (VPA)
of Long Island, N.Y., created the
book's artw ork. Au is a magazine
editor, speechwriter, and author
based in Orlando, Fla., where she
resides w ith her husband and two
children.

announce the birth of their son,
Benjamin Peter, who joins brother
Will. They reside in Tampa, Fla .,
w here Kelly is a senior director in
the public finance division of Fitch
Ratings.

returned to the College of Visual
and Performing Arts to conduct
dance and acting workshops for
more than 200 drama students
last spring.

For more information, contact the Office
of Alumni Relations at 315-443-3258
or 1-800-SUALUMS (782-5867), or visit

orangegrove.syr.edu.

Psychologist.

Peter Tryba '92 CA&S) is vice pres-

Scott (Taye) Diggs '93 (VPA)

TRADITION and have your name etched in
granite at the heart of campus. The Orange
Grove will be updated twice a year to allow
SU alumni, students, and friends to become
a permanent part of this SU landmark.

Rochelle Jacobs-Silpe '94
(WSM) launched a new company,
MISSION Product Holdings, an
athlete-enginereed skincare line.
She completed a three-year executive education program at Harvard

Business School and resides in
New York City with her husband,
Matthew, and two sons.

publishing house in western India
and works as head of two satellite
channels.

Alicia Monks G'94 (ARC) is an

Wendy Giaccaglia '95 (A&S/EDU)

associate at Shepley Bulfinch in
Boston.

is area housing manager for the
City of London.

Gina Murtagh '94 (VPA), a

Rachelle Hardy '95 (LCS) and
husband Mark Verone '95 (NEW)

freelance photographer, curator,
and arts educator, edited a book
of photographs, Images of a Girl,
Images of a Woman (SU Press).

Scott E. Schiff '94 (A&S) and his

announce the birth of their son,
Andrew John Verone.

Heather Palmore G'95 (LAW), a

wife, Amy, announce the birth of
their daughter, Eve Rachel. Scott
is a special education teacher in
Darien, Conn. They reside in Rye
Brook, N.Y.

partner, trial attorney, and head of
the education law division in the
law firm of Conway, Farrell, Curtin
and Kelly, P.C., was named a Top
40 Under 40 business professional
by The Network Journal Magazine.

Mark R. Stover '94 (A&S), of

Stacey Elwell Prince '95 CA&S) and

Austin, Texas, is vice president of
government and external affairs for
Hydro Green Energy.

her husband, Alfred, of Portland,
Conn., announce the birth of
their son, Logan Cutler. Stacey is
a senior site manager at Wyeth
Research.

Jennifer Weiss-Donovan '94
(ARC) was elected president
of the Boston chapter of the
National Association of Women in
Construction. She is an architect
at Payette in Boston. She and her
husband, Alexander Donovan '97
(ARC), live in Boston with their
two children.

Alfred J. Wooten '94 (WSM/HD),
G'OO (WSM) owns AJW Clothier
& Day Spa in Memphis.

Sanjay Dabke G'95 (NEW) heads
the TV project for the largest

Julie Scillieri Blake '96 (NEW) and
husband Russell Blake '95 (1ST)
announce the birth of their daughter, Zoe Lila, who joins brother
Jasper.

Tracy Espy G'96, G'98 (HD) is
provost and vice president of academic affairs at Pfeiffer University
in Misenheimer, N.C.

Rachel Kacprzyk '96 (NEW)
earned a master's degree in
education in school guidance
counseling from the University of
Fall 2008
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Massachusetts at Boston. She is
a program liaison for Youth Works
Inc. in Pittsburgh. She also helps
run a local nonprofit volunteer
group called Book 'Em, which
sends books to self-educating
people in prison nationwide.

Heather Mayoros Knol '96 (VPA)
and husband Timothy Knol '97
(NEW) are owners of The Mayoros
Agency, an advertising and marketing firm in Rock Hill, S.C.

Dana Leccese G'96 (LAW) married Timothy Babbin. She works
for the Middlesex County District
Attorney's Office in Woburn, Mass.
They have a daughter, Riley.

Kristina Carlson Lozada '96 (VPA)
and husband lan Lozada '94 (A&S)
announce the birth of twins Declan
Samuel and Audrey Rose, who join
sister Caroline Grace.
Rebekah Modrak G'96 (VPA),
associate professor in the School
of Art & Design at the University of
Michigan, was awarded tenure.

Taryn Perry '96 (WSM/NEW)
earned an M.B.A. degree from the
University of Southern California.
She is a territory manager in Los
Angeles for Verathon Medical.

Barbara Ryan G'96 (MAX), L'96
(LAW) is executive vice president
and COO at Helios Education
Foundation.

Peter Smolowitz '96 (NEW) is a
senior account supervisor with the
public relations firm of Eric Mower
and Associates in Charlotte, N.C.

Julie Burghardt '97 (SWK) is a
requirements analyst w ith the
business project management
group of Excel ius BlueCross
BlueShield in Rochester, N.Y.

Kristen Kihm Farmer '97 (WSM)
and husband Jay of Cincinnati,
Ohio, announce the birth of their
daughter, Brooke Joelle, who joins
brother Jake James.

Joanna Chambers Finer '97 (SWK)
and husband Eric Finer '97 (LCS)
announce the birth of their daughter, Brooke Marie.

Wendy Barrer Gartenberg
'97 (SWK) and husband Ira
Gartenberg '97, G'99 (EDU) of
Doylestown, Pa., announce the
birth of their daughter, Elly Hope,
who joins sister Alexa and brother
Noah.
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Merritt J. Green L'97 (LAW)

Andrew Brill G'98 (NEW) of Silver

Rachel Kasowitz Avitable '99

is founder and managing partner of General Counsel, P.C., in
Washington, D.C., and one of the
founding owners of Bookkeeping
Express Enterprises, which is
franchising Bookkeeping Express
nationwide.

Spring, Md., and his w ife, Marlie,
announce the birth of their son,
Benjamin. Brill is a senior editor for
Discovery Communications.

(EDU) and husband Joe announce
the birth of their son, Jake Liam.
They reside in Rochester, N.Y.

Edmund Harvey '97 (WSM)
continues to raise awareness and
funds with Agent Awareness for
Habitat for Humanity International
through triathlon participation and
race recruitment.
Douglas Jaeger '97 (VPA) is a
member of the marketing advisory
committee at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York City.

Andrew Kanter L'97 (LAW) is an
associate at the Boston civil litigation firm of Sugarman, Rogers,
Barshak & Cohen.

Rebecca Gregory Ouellette '97
(A&S), G'98 (MAX) and husband Craig announce the birth of
their son, ian Eleric. She is senior
project director for the Center
for Health Policy and Research at
the University of Massachusetts
Medical School.

Michael Pavento G'97 (LCS), L'97
(LAW) is a partner in the intellectual property department at
Kilpatrick Stockton in the firm's
Atlanta office.

Rachel I. Robbins '97 (SWK)
and husband Seth Robbins '96
(1ST) announce the birth of their
daughter, Sarah Miriam . Rachel is a
research associate with Wellesley
College in Massachusetts, and
Seth is in production operations
management with Phase Forward.

Jeffrey DeGregorio '98 (ARC) is
associate principal at Payette in
Boston .

Susan Kratky Familant '98 (NUR)
is a nurse case manager. She
resides in Virginia Beach with her
husband, Glenn, and daughter
Caroline Sophia .

Lisa Gaulin '98 (A&S) received
the 2008 Adams Pro Bono Publico
Award for her representation of
Humaira Niazi and her famil y as
part of her work for the Women 's
Bar Foundation 's Family Law
Project for Battered Women .

Jacob LaCivita '98 (NEW) w rote

Timely Persuasion (Towform) , a
time-travel adventure story.
Colleen L. McDaniel G'98 (NEW)
is the first woman sports editor of
the Virginian-Pilot in Norfolk.

Matthew O'Connor G'98 (WSM)
is interim dean of the School of
Business at Quinnipiac Uni versity
in Hamden, Conn., for the 200809 academic year.

Steven R. Simpson G'98, G'99
(WSM), vice president of market
development for Enquirer Media in
Cincinnati, was recognized as the
2007 Market Development executive of the year for Gannett's U.S.
Community Publishing Division.

Lynn Tortoretti '98 (1ST) married
Richard B. Fagan. They reside in
Irvine, Calif. She works for Apria
Healthcare in Foothill Ranch, Calif.

Sara Sarakanti '97 (VPA) is direc-

Steve Watson '98 (NEW) is

tor of promotions and audience
development at Distinguished
Concerts International New York in
New York City.

senior director of product development financial planning at K12
Inc. His w ife, Catherine Sherwood
'99 (A&S), is a practicing audiologist and is pursuing a doctoral
degree in audiology. They reside
in Centreville, Va ., w ith their
daughter.

Devon M. Scott '97 (A&S) is
CEO/ COO of Mobb Malicious/
Malicious Intent Entertainment Inc.
in Queens, N.Y.

Brett Africk '98 (NEW) is major
account manager for client relations at the CBORD Group Inc. in
Ithaca, N.Y.
Eric Bauer '98 (WSM) is project
manager at ADrive in Emeryville,
Calif.

Shelby Wearne '98 (VPA) earned
an M.S. degree in college student
development and counseling from
Northeastern University in Boston.
Wearne also received the 2008
Rising Star Alumni Award from
Jefferson Community College in
Watertow n, N.Y., w here she earned
an associate's degree.

Abigail Bleck Baker '99 (NEW)
and her husband, Clark Baker '98
(1ST), announce the birth of their
daughter, Caroline Gayle. They li ve
in Alban y, N.Y., w here Clark is cofounder and technology director
of SchooiSpring.com., and Abigail
is a reporter for the NBC affiliate,
WNYT
Amanda O'Keefe Bizwell '99
(A&S) and husband Brent
announce the birth of their son,
Aidan.

Kathryn Carter '99 (A&S) is
program manager at the Epilepsy
Therapy Project in Middleburg, Va .
She earned an M.P.A. degree from
George Mason University.

Demetrise Jordan-Downs '99
(A&S) married Katherine Dal y.
They reside in Washington, D.C.

Stacey Katz-Friedlander '99 (A&S)
and husband Michael Friedlander
'99 (WSM) of Basking Ridge, N.J.,
announce the birth of their son,
Jack Bradford.

Christine Marcin '99 (VPA)
is a partner at Stifel & Marcin
Advertising, Design & Marketing,
w here she is an art director and
oversees many regional and
national campaigns. She resides
in Connecticut w ith her husband,
Andrew.

Erika Morabito L'99 (LAW) of
Germantow n, Md., is a partner in
the law firm of Foley & Lardner in
Washington, D.C.
Danielle C. Nottingham '99 (VPA)
is an anchor at WPXI Channelll in
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Alexander W. Powell Jr. L'99
(LAW) is a partner of the law firm
Kaufman & Canales, where he is a
member of the firm's ta x section in
the Williamsburg, Va., office.

Thomas l.R. Smith G'99 (MAX)
earned a doctor of philosophy
in leadership from Gonzaga
University. His dissertation was
titled "Entertainers Who Lead:
A Phenomenological Study of
Leadership and Celebrity Politics."

John P. Toman '99 (VPA) married
Jennifer Preston . They reside in
Okina wa, Japan, where he is an
attorney in the U.S. Air Force JAG
Corps .
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Jeffrey Zynda '99 (ARC) is an
associate principal at Payette in
Boston.

Matthew R. Piechota '00 (WSM)
was awarded the Committee
Chair of the Year award from the
American Institute of CPAs at the
Connecticut Society of CPAs lOOth
annual meeting.
Cara Sanford Roberts '00 (LCS)

Christie Cino Adams '00 (NEW)
started a photography business
specializing in photographing weddings and children in northern New
Jersey and New York City.

Emily Zizza Almas '00 (VPA) and
husband Dan of Arlington, Mass.,
announce the birth of their son,
Nicholas Daniel.

and Eric Roberts announce the
birth of their son, Ellis Wise.

Artan Serjanej L'OO (LAW) is lead
attorney in the immigration law
practice at Tully Rinckey in Albany,
N.Y.

Barry Siegel '00 (1ST) is senior
associate for program management at Sapient in Arlington, Va.

Catherine Belcher '00 (A&S) married Anthony Jaeger. They reside in
Jersey City, N.J.

Shannon Bernauer G'OO (NEW) is

married Kerri Ann Maloney. They
reside in Boston, where he is an
engineer.

an account supervisor at Buchanan
Public Relations in Ardmore, Pa.

R. Michael Waller G'OO (MAX)

Carrie Meredith Bloom '00
(WSM) married Gary Ross Ratner.
They reside in White Plains, N.Y.,
where she is a vice president for
communications and investor
relations at Sard Verbinnen &
Company.

Anne Covino '00 (VPA) married
Stephen Olden. They reside in
Washington, D.C.

Donna M. Cusano-Sutherland
'00 (NEW) is associate director
in commercial team communications at Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
in Collegeville, Pa. She resides in
Phoenixville, Pa., with her son,
Bryan.

Michael Goodwin '00 (A&S) was
elected to the board of selectmen
for the town of Upton, Mass.

Darlene Burgos Grande '00
(VPA) is a music/choral director
at Frangus Elementary in Orlando,
Fla. The Frangus Elementary Jazz
Chorus performed during the pregame for the NBA's Orlando Magic
in March.

Peter Greco '00 (A&S) is a financial services representative at
Barnum Financial Group, an office
of MetLife in Shelton, Conn.
Michele Griffith '00 (1ST) married
Timothy Brown.

Brent Notbohm G'OO (VPA)
wrote the script for the movie
Madison, which earned the Juror's
Choice Award at the Wisconsin
Film Festival. He is a University of
Wisconsin-Superior communications professor.

Brooke Crittendon '03

Carl H. Vonnegut G'OO (LCS)

and his wife, Amy, announce the
birth of their daughter, Marian
Katherine Ard. They reside in
Atlanta, where he is a staff attorney with the Atlanta Legal Aid
Society.

Jeremy Bialek G'01 (NEW) and
wife Julie announce the birth of
their son, Jonah David, who joins
siblings Ali, Jair, and J.D. They
reside in Indianapolis, where
Jeremy co-hosts the Xtra Large
Lunch radio show and is the
director of operations at Raven
Broadcasting Inc.

Myriam Bouchard G'01 (WSM)
is co-founder of Hudson-ValleyTraveler.com, a travel company
specializing in tours of New York's
Hudson Valley.

Arielle Greenberg Bywater G'01
(A&S) is co-editor of Women Poets
on Mentorship: Efforts and Affections
(University of Iowa Press). A volume of her selected poems translated into German will be published
by Lux Books next year. She is an
assistant professor in the poetry
program at Columbia College,
Chicago, and a homebirth activist.
Her husband, Rob Morris Bywater
G'99 (A&S), works for the marketing consultation firm Generation.
They reside in Evanston, Ill., with
their daughter, Willa.

Nicole Dagle G'01 (A&S) of Boston
earned an M.A. degree in interior
design from the New England School
of Art & Design at Suffolk University.
She is an interior designer at
Bergmeyer Associates Inc.

»

True to Life
IF BROOKE CRITTENDON APPEARED ON MTV'S TRUE LIFE,
the episode might be called ''I'm Living the Dream." As associate producer of the award-winning documentary series, the
Newhouse alumna helps tell the real-life, first-person stories
of young people, offering revealing glimpses of their diverse
subcultures. Subjects have included gay marriage activists,
Southern belles, teen outcasts, and women whose husbands
are serving in Iraq. "This experience is everything I could ask
for," Crittendon says. "I get to work at an amazing job with all
these cool people in an office overlooking Times Square."
She joined MTV in fall 2004 as an assistant to Dave
Sirulnick, executive producer of True Life and "about a million"
other MTV programs. "He produces pretty much everything,
so as his assistant I was at the center of the wheel," Crittendon
says. "I became part of the MTV machine, which afforded me
lots of learning opportunities and allowed me to get to know
a lot of the producers."
In June 2007, she was promoted to her job with the True Life
series. Her duties include researching new topics, coordinating production, providing creative feedback, and supervising
a staff of six interns. She also manages a series blog that
features behind-the-scenes footage, photos, and commentary. "A lot of people's jobs are about just one thing, and they
sort of lose their personal lives and their humanity," she says.
"My work requires me to look at other people's lives. We do
many shows on many different topics, so part of my job is to
become a better person and a more understanding listener. It
is very rewarding to work here."
Appreciative of her SU education and the connections it
provides, Crittendon, who was a television-radio-film major,
offers students in her field the same valuable advice she
received from alumni: Stay focused, take advantage of the
resou rces available at Newhouse, and do as much networking as possible. "SU alumni are everywhere, and we love to
help other SU people," she says. Looking ahead, Crittendon is
considering law school, and hopes to one day have her own
production company. For now, she's enjoying every minute of
the job of her dreams. "''m just doing the whole New York City
thing," she says, "and I love it!"

-AmySpeach
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Bernard Kim '01 (NEW) and Jason
Cahill '92 (NEW) performed a
spoof rap song about the NFL
Draft for the Best Damn Sports
Show Period, a sports talk show on
Fox Sports Net.

Erin L. Snyder '02 (NEW ) married Adam Oakley '02 (LCS).
They reside is Lyndhurst, Ohio,
where Erin is a Realtor w ith Keller
Williams Realty, and Adam is a
civil engineer at Avatech Solutions.

Gregory Komarow '01 (MAX) is
senior human resources manager
at Emaar Healthcare in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates.

Erin Boylan G'03 (NEW) graduated w ith honors from Washington
and Lee University School of Law.
She has accepted a judicial clerkship w ith the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania in Harrisburg.

Jason Lane '01 (1ST) and his w ife,
Emil y, announce the birth of their
son, Devin Jacob. Lane is a financial anal yst w ith Morgan Stanley.
Eric Lankes '01 (ARC ) is an
associate at The Freelon Group
Architects in Research Triangle
Park, N.C.
Andrew Laver '01 ( V PA) is the
bu siness development coordinator
at Fox Rothschild in Philadelphia.
Kyle Mcintosh '01 ( 1ST) and his
w ife, Carmen, ann ounce the birth
of their son, Kellen Patrick Henry,
w ho joins sister Liliana and brother
Kameron.
Kelly Somerville Staruck G'01
( W SM) is an account supervisor
at Eric Mower and A ssociates in
Syracuse.
Michaela Almeida '02 (NEW )
married Derek Donnell y. Th ey
reside in Hartford, Conn.
Jillian Denberg '02 (A&S) married
Adam Samberg. She is a special
education teacher at the Stephen
Ga ynor School in New York.
Mark L. Fisher '02 (V PA) starred
in Brigadoon at the Fulton Theatre
in Lancaster, Pa.
Sara Gable '02 (A&S) earned an
M .B.A. degree in finance and marketing from Vanderbilt Uni versity.
She is an associate brand manager
at Heinz North America.
Jessica Gardner '02 (NEW) married Steven Vedder. They reside in
Norwalk, Conn. She is employed
by ABC Television Network in New
York City.
Christopher Hughes '02 (NE W )
married Ana Potter. They reside
in Da venport, Fla., w here he is
senior producer for Central Florida
News 13.
David Kelch '02 (NEW ) is director
of audiovisual se rvices for Swank
Audio Visuals at the Sheraton
Kansas City Sports Complex Hotel.
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Ernesto Castillo '03 (A&S) was a
summer associate for the law firm
of Halloran & Sage in Hartford,
Conn.
Rachel Chang G'03 (NEW) is
entertainment editor at CosmoGIRL
magazine in New York City.
Rebecca C. Cory G'03, G'OS
(EDU ) of Seattle is co-editor of
Universal Design in Higher Education:
From Principles to Practice (Harvard
Education Press) .
Megan Ferington G'03 (NEW)
married David Pruce. They reside
in Cleveland, w here she is the
public relation s manager at the
Cleveland Clinic.
Heather Knuth G'03 married
Michael Durant. They reside in
Syracuse.
Michelle Ley '03 (NEW) married
Matthew Fegarsky '04 (NEW).
They reside in Hoboken, N.J.
Andrew Schwab '03 (A&S) earn ed
a master's degree w ith honors in
public administration from Rutgers
University.
Hans Wiedel '03 (A&S) was
promoted to specialist in the U.S.
Army.

IN
Notices of deaths must be accompanied by a copy of an
obituary or memorial card. Send to: Alumni Editor, Alumni
News; 820 Comstock Avenue, Room 308; Syracuse NY
13244-5040; fax 315-443-5425.

1927 Emma Azadian Cargen, Anna Burke
McDermott

1928 Ruth Flickinger Gottlieb

1929 Helen Stevens Grant, Mary Condren Ricketts
1930 Gwendoline L. Reid

1931 Esther Gordon

Frankel, Katherine E. Heldmann, Dorris Gyatt
Meixner, Gordon G. York, Edythe Fessler Kaufmann
1932 Marian L. Connell, Irving Gordon, Sarah
Morey leonard, Dona Colebrook Peckham
1933 Aldeene Warner Conklin, Janet Benedict
Hoffman, Elwood C. Keyser, Zelda Weinberg Lyon,
Roberta Mott Wehrfritz 1934 Edith Abrams
Bornstein, Paul F. Callison, Walter H. Diamond,
Helena Szymankiewicz Harden, Dorothy Callicott
Mann, Elizabeth Corttis Pomeroy, Sylvia Blakeslee
Rowback, Margaret Lavey Ryan, Ephraim E. Shapero
1935 Rosemary Snyder Beach, Pauline Darrohn
Cronk, William E. Davis, Kalervo N. Maki, John

A. Pietrowski, Willard R. Strong 1936 Morris
Birnbaum, John E. Bradley, Milbury C. Charlton,
Evelyn Albright DeShong, Edwin P. Hutli, Elizabeth
C. Randles-Kelly, Marguerite Cane Stevens 1937
Ruth M . Bandy, Marea Maier Brooks, Alan H. Brown,
Elizabeth Adamson Campbell, laura McCarthy
Hedglon, Mary L. Henderson, Fred S. Lockwood,
Alida Ballda Marosek, Irma Brockway Paar, Harriet
Bennett Weaver

1938 Charlotte Klein Cole, Alfred

L. Davis, Beth Maxwell Duncan, Milo D. Folley,
Viola Malcolm Grile-Yates, Robert L. Higbie, Robert
A. Martin, Dorothy Schmiemann Otis, Joseph

A. Swiatlowski 1939 Ellen Peterson Fairchild,
Elizabeth Bean Jenner, lila M. Jones, Mary Davis
Keller, George A. Lee, Leon P. Rajczewski, Nancy
Churchman Sawin, Howard J. Spear, Jane Barrows

Sarah Caplan '04 (WSM) married
Kyle Harman '02 (NEW) . They
reside in New York City, w here
Sarah works for J.P. Morgan Chase
and Kyle works for Pernod Ricard.
Christopher Carlson '04 (A&S)
won first place in the Associated
Press Sports Editors national writing contest. His feature story about
Pittsfield (NY) High School team
manager A.J. Ziter was named the
best feature story in the nation for
2007 in the under-40,000 circulation category.
Charles Clark '04 (WSM) assisted
in the opening of PAC International
Logistics Co., and was promoted to
bran ch manager. He is pursuing an
M.B.A. degree at the Ross School

Whitehead, Bernard F. Wroath
1940 Vladimir Breuer, Robert E. Brown, Gladys
Moomaw Bunts, Sobyl Stein Goldstein, Florence
Robinson Hopkins, Edna Hale Joslin, Jane Connor
Kendrick, Stuart J. ling, Roger W. Mabie, lester
R. Mellor, Betty Nichols Mil lea, Donald V. Ross,
Joseph M. Schramp, Orin L. Watkins

1941 Naomi

Gilbert Abramson, George A. Bailey, Mary Tarble
Coon, Henry Cramer, Francis Hosmer Culkin, Gloria
Richards Edmondson, Elizabeth law Eufinger, Burton
E. Heiberg, Margaret Graves Holdridge, Edward
J. Lee, Ruth Sinclair MacRae, Charles A. Mosher,
Elizabeth Peck Porray, Daniel Thanos, Jeanne Galpin
Thomas 1942 Kenneth S. Brown, Theodore A.
Dada, Ada Nichols Evans, Janice Goodwin Gabriel,
Harvey A. Hodes, George H. Meyer, A. Benjamin
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Seplowin, Richard G. Stoudenheimer, John
M. Yavorsky 1943 Arlene Evans Baybutt,
Elizabeth Brehmer Blaisdell, John E. Brown,
Martha Roller Frederick, Elizabeth Mann
O'Connell, William J. Rogers, George F. Springer
1944 Jean Walser Alexander, Keith J. Bowman,
Dorothy Young Downing, Constance Holmes
Ivers, Frederick F. Keesler, Doris Heidgerd
Kuenning, Robert H. Nathan, Johann Creal Van
Patten 1945 Phyllis Roseboom Barber, Robert
J. Bardenett, Richard J. Costello, Richard H.
DeVoe, Frank G. Farley, Eleanor Boeltz Forrest,
Harriet Derbyshire Luce, Roy S. Moore, Mary
Nash Pixley, Marie Yorton Spencer, Doris
Mellott Story, Merritt W. Treat 1946 Carolyn
Fischer Clark, Mary G. Fiumano, Anne Brennan
Flannery, James W. Forrest, Eugene W. Gauch,
Patricia Davis Jones, Rosemary Ross Laura,
Loretta Livingston Mele, Peter L. Pesoli, Ralph T.
Russell 1947 John R. Botting, Joyce Hanchett
Byington, Robert E. Campchero, Helen Murphy
Carrigan, George J. Chambers, Joseph A.
Christe, Harrison F. Dunbrook, Frank J. Kraft,
Dorothy Arbogast Linzey, Charles F. Metzger,
Helen McGarr Murtagh, Frank J. Rivers, Marjorie
Walton Rynders, Doris Coats Scherer, John D.
Shaver, Dorothy Rivers Shoudy, Arthur J. Stobbe,
Edmond A. Zingaro 1948 Arthur P. Albright,
Ralph C. Amedro, Donald A. Barrett, Jean B.
Daugherty, Vincent F. Erardi, Ann Dwyer Flynn,
William F. Gibson, Alden R. Mendler, Thomas M.
Noyes, Richard D. O'Neill, George R. Tolhurst,
Walter E. Welch 1949 Stanley R. Barry,
Richard L. Bedell, Joseph Bongo, Robert J. Burns,
Rhoda Henry Collins, Shirley Bruster Damiano,
Charles J. DiCosimo, Barbara Eaton Ferguson,
Warren E. Johnson, Emily Barbieri Kemak, Marie
Wimmer Kern, B.S. Kurpiewski, Ferdinand F.
Lebioda, Andrew Lesko, Ann Simons Levison,
Stuart G. Moldaw, Albert G. Mosher, Robert D.
Murphy, Yoh-Han Pao, Irene Kunzelmann Picker,
Cornelia Breen Raymond, A. Wesley Robinson,
Elizabeth Rogers Rosch, John H. Skillman, T.
Richard Soraci, Barbara Gray Stetson, Robert J.
Van Nostrand
1950 Alan D. Benjamin, Henry B. Burchnall,
Ernest J. Casale, Martha Barrett Casey, Sara
J. Caum, Kathleen Lindall Corey, Jeanne E.
Dollard, Richard E. Gray, Donald L. Harris,
Erskine A. Harvey, Mary K. Irving, Kenneth
A. McMurtrie, Joel B. Miller, Tsjetska Hoven
Moorhouse, Thomas J. Mulroy, Leo F. Nash,
Michael R. O'Hara, James F. Proper, William
F. Schmidt, Ernest W. Sern, Stanley W. Siegler,
Joan Partridge Skiff, William J. Smith, Steven
G. Tingiris, Alice Mickelsen Van Griethuysen
1951 H. Ronald Berlack, Dan Bravos, David H.
Doolittle, Joe W. Gage, John C. Gambacorto,
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Miriam Maroon Grass, Janice Hilbert Halliday,
Fred G. Hilkert, Caroline Resch Hosler, Charles
H. Joffe, Henry J. Karawan, Jessie K. Malheiros,
Susan Hoffman Rew, Stuart C. Rothwell, David E.
Samuel, Paul T. Smyth, William P. Virag, Bernard
Weisskopf, Carl E. Willgoose 1952 Jeremy A.
Barkann, Lillian Waltner Bascome, Paul L. Brown,
Edmund S. DeMatteo, Charles V. Hall, Donald
F. Hines, John W. Ingram, Walter 0. Lipfert,
William H. Parker, Rosemary A. Pellegrino,
Edward Samson, Lillian R. Thoms 1953 John
F. Diaz, Genevieve Rossi Geiss, Marguerite
Paravati Graystone, Robert C. Huntley, Ruth
Foster Lipowicz, John H. Schroeder
1954 Barbara Parkhurst Glover, Basil S.
Goerner, Lewis J. Goodway, Charles E. Jeffrey,
David R. Knapp, Carmen S. Malagisi, Sanford D.
Patel, Mary Marden Skinner, George 0. Tolman
1955 David A. Carlin, Newell R. Cole, William
J. Fallon, G. Thomas Fayle, Eleanor Nelson
Heffernan, Edwin B. Kerr, William N. Legg, Paul
H. Malo, Ruth L. Myrick, James Reidy, Larry J.
Sheehan, Gordon B. Smith
1956 Ruth Savage Ashworth, Leon M. Avery,
James G. Baird, William R. Bartlett, Mary J.
Blake, Eric H. Ellis, Joseph S. Gervase, Lola Lee
Hunt, Frederick B. Kallmeyer, Kent Mathewson,
Peter F. Petersen, Carolyn Rumbaugh Thorne,
Richard R. Vogel 1957 Peter C. Brenner, Leo
F. Conway, Charles J. Engel Jr., Jean Blankman
Funson, Stephen R. Furcinito, James B. Hickey,
Richard I. Miller, Ascanio Ottaviano
1958 Dorothy Schopp Byrne, Clifford D. Earls,
Barbara Dresner Ellis, Eleanor N. Holst, Carla
Nye Hopkins, James W. Jeremiah, Douglas V.
Keller, Elaine Shelmandine Kelsey, Robert H.
Morrison, Barbara R. Northup, Harry S. Novack,
William P. Patterson, Carmen C. Pecheone,
William H. Walker, William D. Williams
1959 Walter R. Buckman, William J. Glazier,
Elton E. Smith
1960 Sandra Rosenberg Davis, Evelyn Horn
Greulich, Jane M. Hartnett, Nancy Pyne Ryan,
John H. Seely, Thomas D. Sutton, Robert M.
Tomasulo, Lois A. Tomlinson, Laura L. Wedge
1961 Erminia Graziadei Houde, Charles R.
Nicklin, Nathalie Pennington, Y.Y. Phillips, Helen
E. Stevenson-Barnes 1962 Paul E. Bialous, Reva
Stafford Bishop, Harold R. Dimond, Peter M.
Doiron, Joyce Renske Goike, Sara Moss Herz,
David B. Kissinger, Dudley A. Lambert
1963 George B. Cruden, Edward A. Day,
William K. Garner, Lilian A. Levesque, Joseph M.
Morrison, Gail Cook VanDyke 1964 James P.
Dilley, Barbara Stone Gibbons, Robert M. Gurn,
Catherine Conboy Hickey, Mark G. Hunter,
Geraldine Claffey Rezsnyak, Harry C. Sikora,
Charles R. Skinner, Linda Tilton

1965 Judith Rowinski Cawley, Joyce E. Core,
Donald Hill, Charles H. Holland, Raymond F.
Keith, Chalmers J. Lyons 1966 Edward S.
Andolina, Patricia Miner Freudenthal, Edward
C. Hartranft, Margaret Zilnik Laidlaw, Robert
S. Oaksford, James H. Pitcher, James L. Rees
1967 William M. Brown, Evelyn Conklin Chilton,
Katharine Gabriel Dean-Elliott, Edith Tochner
Fagot, Stewart E. Lavey, Michael L. Schnall
1968 Robert J. Brown, John C. Chipman,
Cynthia Walker Chovanec, John E. Gorman,
Deanna M. Hovanetz, Stanley R. Johnson
1969 Anthony J. Airato, Joseph R. Cirillo, Carol
Meyer Taggart, James J. Trybalski, Dorothea
Georgules Wagner
1970 Sarah Smith Failey, Elinor Wilbur Gould,
Jerry J. Harwood, Richard P. lacone, Susan G.
Tripp 1971 Susan Calvert Bartels, Barbara J.
Matthy, Ronald P. Polacek, Andrew B. Rosenblatt
1972 Susan Kotash Frank, Virginia Jones
Page 1973 Nettie Mason Ketchum, Richard A.
McNaney, Francis R. Scharpf, Gwendolyn Lewis
Smith 1974 Sally Hoyle Archer, Thomas P.
Dydyk, Edward C. Everhart, John R. Morrison,
Clarence H. Richards, Gregory A. Roupp, Robert
P. Schaeffler, David L. Thurston, Manas Ucar
1975 Richard A. Clay, Norma J. Hussong, Mary
Bache Liddle, Cynthia F. Lyon, Lida L. Perrin
1976 Craig A. Mengel, Charles N. Schweitzer
19n John S. Welch 1978 Mary Emery
Barnhill 1979 Dennis J. Barone, Deborah F.
Siktberg
1980 Keith D. Witherell 1981 Louise
Schneider Carpenter, Eleanor Hungerford
Sharples 1982 Dennis P. Sheehan
1983 Gilbert H. Carver, Janina Krantz Casper,
John W. Farley, Charles L. Villante 1984 Gene
D. Kennedy, Darlene Friedman Kurczewski
1985 Michael J. Ames, Mark Flory, Thomas J.
Harris 1986 Michael F. Robb 1987 Michael
J. Collins, H. Lawrence Cowan, Rose F. Lumia,
Susan Armentrout McConnell 1988 Gail
Newell Dolbear, Leslie D. Sisson 1989 Allan
M. Goldberg
1990 Naomi Engel Penney 1991 Linda Jones
Griffin 1992 Patricia Covey Bailey, Christopher
J. Boudreau, Allen J. Goodman 1994 Mark
A. Clark 1998 Maxmillian 0 . Finley, Mary J.
Lawrence 1999 Rasheed D. Myles
2002 Eric J. Tutera 2005 Weixing Cai
2008 Alexander R. Taft 2010 Matt Wanetik

Faculty Hayden Carruth (emeritus)

Fall 2008
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of Management at the University
of Michigan.

honor of Daniel D. Bruce, the subject of the book's Vietnam chapter.

Vincent Costa '04 (A&S) earned

Matthew Gamarra 'OS CA&S) is

an M.S. degree in psychology
from the University of Florida and
was awarded a National Research
Service Award Predoctoral
Fellowship from the National
Institutes of Mental Health.

special events coordinator at the
Directors Guild of America in Los
Angeles.

Stacey B. Evans '04 (VPA) earned

Would you like to create opportunities?
Transform lives? Incite change? You can!
Here are three simple steps to achieve a
level of philanthropy you never thought
possible.
1. Dree• 8lil Fund a scholarship.
Create a new program. Endow a faculty
position. Whatever your dream Is, your
gifts to SU can bring It to life.

2. Consider Y011r Auets. Cssh Isn't the
only asset of value you can give. Others
Include appreciated securities, real
estate, business or partnership Interests,
retirement plans, and life Insurance.
3. Decide How-And When-To Give.
By combining various types of gifts over
your lifetime, you can accomplish great
things. Annual gifts bridge the gap
between tuition and the actual cost of
an SU education. One-time gifts provide
an Immediate benefit. Bequests and
other deferred gifts provide funds at a
later date-and some offer you a fixed
Income for life!
To learn more about how an Integrated
giving strategy benefits you and SU, call us
at 877.2GROWSU or visit lflvlng.syr.edu.

a J.D. degree from West Virginia
University. Evans had an article,
"Whose Stats Are They Anyway?,"
published in the Texos Review of
Entertainment and Sports Law, as
well as in the NY Bar Entertainment,
Arts & Sports Law Journal. It analyzes the battle between Major
League Baseball and fantasy game
sites.

Staci Gunner '04 (VPA) earned a
master's degree in student affairs
administration/higher education
from Ball State University. She
is the student conduct and civility coordinator at San Jose State
University in California.

Autumn Heep '04 (NEW) is a
page designer at the Orlando (Fla.)
Sentinel. She won a Society for
News Design Award of Excellence
for her work on People of the Hills,
published in The Post-Standard,
Syracuse.

Jessica Knevals '04 (A&S) earned
an M.P.A. degree in public and
nonprofit management and policy
with a specialization in public
policy analysis from the Robert F.
Wagner Graduate School of Public
Service at New York University.
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Lani Corson '06 CVPA) starred in
Brigadoon at the Fulton Theatre in
Lancaster, Pa.

Brian Drake '06 (LCS) is a civil
engineer with GYMO Architecture,
Engineering & Land Surveying in
Watertown, N.Y.
London Ladd '06 (VPA) illustrated
a children 's book, March On! The
Day My Brother Martin Changed
the World (Scholastic Press). The
book, written by Christine King
Farris, sister of Martin Luther King
Jr., tells the story of the civil rights
leader's "I Have a Dream " speech .

Katherine A. Maguire L'06 (LAW)
is an associate in the corporate
and commercial real estate practice groups at Harris Beach .

Brianna M . Scipione '06 (VPA)
married Jesse Eddy Duell. They
reside in Liverpool, N.Y., where she
is a designer.

Kristen M. Czebiniak '07 (A&S)
married Brian Thomas. They reside
in Baldwinsville, N.Y., where she is
employed with Atlas Fence Co.

Andrew DeKever G'OS (MAX)
wrote Here Rests in Honored
Glory (Merriam-Press) about 10

62

a producer at Comcast Spotlight,
creating commercials and divisional sales tools. She also teaches a
film discussion course at the Adult
School of Montclair in New Jersey.

Legacy Marketing Partners as a
make-up artist representing L'Oreal
Paris. She conducts makeovers
during its Color Space Tours, and is
a marketing assistant in haircolor
and skincare divisions at L'Oreal
Paris. She is also a freelance makeup artist.

a guided tour, Scott's Pizza Tours,
of New York City's top-rated pizzerias.

Published by SURFACE, 2008

Alexandra Alazio G'06 (NEW) is

Jessica Toro '04 (A&S) joined

Scott Wiener '04 (NEW) launched

Office of Development
877.2GROWSU

Rachel Zucker 'OS CVPA) coedited Women Poets on Mentorship:
Efforts and Affections (Uni versity of
Iowa Press).

recipients of the Medal of Honor.
Book royalties will be donated
to Chapter 23 of the Disabled
American Veterans in Michigan
City, Indiana, which is named in

Brenda Lallier G'07 (HSHP)
married Nicholas Ghezzi. They
reside in Syracuse, where she is
a case worker at Onondaga Case
Management Services Inc.

Jessica Kuczmarski '07 CWSM) is
a staff accountant at Lumsden &
McCormick in Buffalo, N.Y.

Kathleen Piotrowski '07 (VPA) is
a member of the Interiors Studio at
TruexCullins in Burlington, Vt.
James F. Wallace '07 CLCS) is a
software developer at Microsoft in
Redmond, Wash.
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